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1. Scope

(Informative)

This document defines the entities needed to implement the SIP Push protocol and how to integrate them to create a SIP Push based service. The architecture is based on the requirements in the SIP Push Requirement Document [PushSIP-RD].

The definition of SIP Push entities and the description of SIP/IP Core features needed to enable a SIP Push based service are in scope of this document.

In the definition of the entire OMA push solution this architecture specification co-exists and references the work of the OMA Push 2.1 Enabler Release [PUSH2.1].

In order to facilitate integration with other OMA enablers this document deals with entities of the general push architecture that are significantly affected by the introduction of a SIP based push mechanism.
2. References

2.1 Normative References


2.2 Informative References

[3GPP TS 23.228] "IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS); Stage 2", 3GPP TS 23.228
[IMSArch] "Utilization of IMS capabilities Architecture", Open Mobile Alliance™, OMA-AD-IMS-V1_0-20050204-C URL: http://www.openmobilealliance.org
[OMA-UAProf] "User Agent Profile", OMA-TS-UAProf-V2_0. URL: http://www.openmobilealliance.org/
3. Terminology and Conventions

3.1 Conventions

The key words “MUST”, “MUST NOT”, “REQUIRED”, “SHALL”, “SHALL NOT”, “SHOULD”, “SHOULD NOT”, “RECOMMENDED”, “MAY”, and “OPTIONAL” in this document are to be interpreted as described in [Error! Reference source not found.].

All sections and appendixes, except “Scope” and “Introduction”, are normative, unless they are explicitly indicated to be informative.

3.2 Definitions

**Application-Level Addressing**
The ability to address Push Content between a particular user agent on a client and push initiator.

**Application Server**
A functional entity that implements the service logic for SIP sessions.

**Push Access Protocol**
A protocol used for conveying content that should be pushed to a client, and push related control information, between a Push Initiator and a Push Proxy Gateway.

**Push Content**
Content, metadata and application level control information that has a shared interpretation by both Push Sender Agent and Push Receiver Agent.

**Push Proxy Gateway**
A proxy gateway that provides push proxy services.

**Push Receiver Agent**
A logical entity that uses the SIP Push procedure to receive Push Content, and generate a response to the Push Sender Agent request.

**Push Sender Agent**
A logical entity that creates a push request, and then uses the SIP Push procedure to send Push Content.

3.3 Abbreviations

**IMS**
IP Multimedia Subsystem

**MMD**
Multimedia Domain

**OMA**
Open Mobile Alliance

**SIP**
Session Initiation Protocol

**URL**
Uniform Resource Locator

**3GPP**
3rd Generation Partnership Project

**3GPP2**
3rd Generation Partnership Project 2
4. Introduction

In the "normal" client/server model, a client requests a service or information from a server, which then responds in transmitting information to the client. This is known as "pull" technology: the client “pulls” information from the server. Browsing the World Wide Web is a typical example of pull technology, where a browser submits a URL (the request) that is sent to a server, and the server answers by sending a Web page (the response) to the browser.

In contrast, the “push” technology, which is also based on the client/server model, does not require an explicit request from the client before the server transmits its content.

SIP Push Enabler defines the protocol that will be used to implement a SIP Push based service. A SIP Push based service allows the client to receive content in a communication initiated by the server, or ‘pushed’ over the SIP/IP Core. The particular content being pushed is not defined by this enabler and is not restricted by this enabler.

This architecture document introduces the fundamental entities to build a SIP Push based service: the Push Sender Agent and Push Receiver Agent that act as the interface points to the SIP/IP Core as shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: SIP Push Architectural model](image)

Those entities need to be associated with or within another enabler to build a SIP Push based service and applications may run on top of those enablers utilising SIP Push as described below. The dotted box shown in Figure 2 as resources relates to a push resource of an implementing enabler.

![Figure 2: SIP Push based service](image)
In this example model, the Push Content is sent from the Push Initiator to the Push Proxy Gateway using the Push Access Protocol. The Push Proxy Gateway as Push Sender Agent sends the content to the Push Receiver Agent on the terminal which will forward the content to the Push application.

The application on the client side is primarily responsible for processing received Push Content based on specific application semantics.

In the scope of this architecture will be the functions required from the SIP/IP Core in order that the Push Sender Agent and Push Receiver Agent can provide the features required by applications on the server and client to enable a SIP Push based service. This architecture document identifies the functionality of the SIP/IP Core and the features of the Push Sender Agent and the Push Receiver Agent at a high level.

4.1 Planned Phases

No additional phases are planned beyond this architecture.

4.2 Security Considerations

4.2.1 General

The SIP Push Enabler will rely on security features and mechanisms provided by the underlying SIP/IP Core, as identified in section 5.1.1 to e.g. secure the service environment and authenticate users. It is assumed that the security is provided by the SIP/IP Core to support the integrity and confidentiality protection of SIP signalling and to authenticate the address of Push Receiver Agent in order to prevent spoofing attacks.

The Push Sender Agent and the Push Receiver Agent will rely on the authentication and confidentiality mechanisms provided by the underlying SIP/IP Core to accomplish user identity verification.

In order to protect user communication against eavesdropping, modification and spoofing, the user plane for SIP Push communication between Push Receiver Agent and Push Sender Agent should be protected to support the integrity and confidentiality subject to service provider policies.

The SIP Push trust model may be service specific. The specific model may be based, for example, on the SIP/IP Core trusted network model for SIP signalling with hop-by-hop security and proxy authentication and/or based on an end to end model.

When the SIP/IP Core corresponds to 3GPP IMS/3GPP2 MMD in the case where the intra domain security is insufficient, Push Sender Agents will authenticate and secure communication to Proxies/Push Receiver Agents, as per IMS Network Security [IMSArch]. In the case of inter-domain security, Push Sender Agents will rely on communication channels that are protected according to IMS Network Security [IMSArch].
5. SIP Push Architectural Model

The SIP Push Enabler leverages the SIP/IP Core by transferring the Push Content from the Push Sender Agent to the Push Receiver Agent using Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [RFC3261] methods. The SIP Push Enabler provides analogous function as Push OTA [PushOTA], using SIP as the underlying transport mechanism. Support for SIP Push is dependent on the availability of SIP/IP Core capabilities in both the network and the client.

The Push Sender Agent and Push Receiver Agent are logical entities, which interact with the SIP/IP Core to fulfil SIP Push based service. In the case where SIP Push is utilized with [PUSH2.1], the Push Proxy Gateway acts as the Push Sender Agent when delivering SIP Push Content and the client acts as a Push Receiver Agent to receive SIP Push Content.

5.1 Dependencies

5.1.1 SIP/IP Core

The SIP/IP Core is a network of servers, such as proxies and/or registrars that perform a variety of services. The SIP Push Enabler requires the SIP/IP Core to perform at least the following functions:

- Access level security
- Authentication and authorization of Push Sender Agent and Receiver Agent based on application and user’s service profile
- Confidentiality protection of SIP signalling
- SIP registration and routing functionalities

The SIP/IP Core in the SIP Push enabler architecture is not limited to the 3GPP IMS and 3GPP2 MMD, and is open to other SIP/IP Cores. In the context of IMS [IMSArch], the the capabilities of 3GPP IMS and 3GPP2 MMD are utilized as specified in [3GPP TS 23.228] and [3GPP2 X.S0013-002-A]. Alternatively, other SIP/IP Cores may be utilized as long as they perform at least the aforementioned functionality.

In the context of IMS [IMSArch] (3GPP IMS and 3GPP2 MMD networks) SIP Push as defined in [Error! Reference source not found.] should be used for push-based services.

5.1.2 [OMA-UAProf] Enabler

This enabler may be used by the Push Sender Agent to retrieve the Push Receiver capabilities when applicable.

5.2 SIP Push Features

SIP Push Enabler utilises SIP for over-the-air communication between the Push Sender Agent and the Push Receiver Agent and is hence primarily to be used in conjunction with a SIP/IP Core, such as IMS [IMSArch].

The SIP Push Enabler supports the following features:

- Making the SIP/IP Core aware of the supported push resources at the Push Receiver Agent
- The Push Receiver Agent can provide its capability information
- The Push Sender Agent initiates push request to the Push Receiver Agent
- The Push Sender Agent and Receiver Agent can support large content delivery
- The Push Sender Agent and Receiver Agent can support Application-Level Addressing
- Exchanging push control information between the Push Sender Agent and Push Receiver Agent
• Authorizing push request at Push Receiver Agent
• Providing SIP Push delivery status information

5.3 SIP Push Functional Components and Interfaces

5.3.1 Push Sender Agent Functional Component

The Push Sender Agent is part of an Application Server that supports various SIP Push features as described in Section 5.2. It creates push requests, and follows the SIP Push procedure to send them. It may receive responses to those push requests and handle them accordingly.

Push Content delivery may be triggered by content subscription and may depend on the Push Receiver Agent’s capabilities in the [OMA-UAProf].

The Push Sender Agent supports the following functions:

1. Discovering the Push Receiver Agent through its Registration with the SIP/IP Core.
2. Receiving, storing, and sharing the capabilities information of the Push Receiver Agent, such as application type or push characteristics.
3. Selecting the type of push mode to send Push Content to the Push Receiver Agent, depending on the supported capabilities and application push request.
4. Creating push request to deliver the Push Content to the Push Receiver Agent.
5. Requesting delivery reports from Push Receiver Agent.
6. Mapping of SIP Push delivery status to application level status information for communication to the initiator of the push.
7. Delivering Push Content to all or subset of the terminals associated with the same user.

When SIP Push is realized using 3GPP IMS/3GPP2 MMD the Push Sender Agent will follow [3GPP TS 23.228] and [3GPP2 X.S0013-002-A], respectively.

5.3.2 Push Receiver Agent Functional Component

The Push Receiver Agent is a logical entity that supports the various SIP Push features as described in Section 5.2. It receives Push Content according to the SIP push procedures from the Push Sender Agent.

Push Receiver Agent supports the following functions:

1. Registering with a SIP/IP Core.
2. Publishing its push capabilities information.
3. Sending the list of available push resources.
4. Receiving and acknowledging Push Content from Push Sender Agent.

When SIP Push is realized using 3GPP IMS/3GPP2 MMD, the Push Receiver Agent will follow [3GPP TS 23.228] and [3GPP2 X.S0013-002-A], respectively.

5.3.3 Reference Point P-1: Push Receiver Agent – SIP/IP Core

The P-1 reference point, as described in Figure 1, supports the communication between the Push Receiver Agent and the SIP/IP Core. The protocol for the P-1 reference point is SIP [RFC3261].

The P-1 reference point provides the following functions:
• Asynchronous reception of Push Content representing a push event,
• Push session signaling between the Push Receiver Agent and the Push Sender Agent,
• Discovery and address resolution services,
• Authentication and authorization of the Push Receiver Agent,
• Registration of the Push Receiver Agent,
• Making the SIP/IP Core aware of the supported push resources,
• Capability and resource negotiation with Push Sender Agent.

5.3.4 Reference Point P-2: Push Sender Agent – SIP/IP Core

The P-2 reference point supports the communication between the Push Sender Agent and the SIP/IP Core. The protocol for the P-2 reference point is SIP [RFC3261].

The P-2 reference point provides the following functions:

• Sending asynchronous Push Content representing push events,
• Reception of push capabilities and registration information of Push Receiver Agents,
• Push session signaling between the Push Sender Agent and the Push Receiver Agent,
• Provides discovery and address resolution services,
• Authentication and authorization of the Push Sender Agent,
• Provides the Push Sender Agent registration.

5.3.5 Reference Point P-3: Push Sender Agent – Push Receiver Agent

The P-3 reference point supports the direct communication between the Push Sender Agent and the Push Receiver Agent. The protocol for the P-3 reference point is MSRP [RFC4975].

The P-3 reference point provides the following functions:

• Direct Push of any non-streaming media independent of size
• Client having more than one push connection simultaneously.
• Sending asynchronous Push Content representing push events

5.3.6 Push Capability Discovery

The Push Receiver Agent may provide its SIP Push capabilities such as acceptable content types. This function is based on the OMA [OMA-UAProf] reference. When receiving this reference URL the Push Sender Agent will be able to retrieve the capabilities by downloading the [OMA-UAProf] document from the server as described in Figure 3.
The interface between the Push Sender Agent and the [OMA-UAProf] server is out of scope of the SIP Push Enabler. The application level semantics (presentation, storage and processing of Push Content) is also beyond the scope of this enabler.
5.4 Flows

5.4.1 SIP Push flow for small content

The following example describes the interactions between the Push Sender Agent and the Push Receiver Agent for Push Sender Agent initiated small content.

1. The Push Receiver Agent (and the potential applications) registers with the SIP/IP Core.
2. The SIP/IP Core sends an "OK" response to the Push Receiver Agent as a registration confirmation.
3. When a new content is available, the Push Sender Agent sends a MESSAGE to the SIP/IP Core with the content or a reference to it.
4. The SIP/IP Core forwards the MESSAGE to the appropriate Push Receiver Agent.
5. The Push Receiver Agent sends an "OK" response to the SIP/IP Core.
6. The SIP/IP Core forwards the "OK" response to the Push Sender Agent.

5.4.2 SIP Push flow for large content

The following example describes how the Push Sender Agent pushes large content to a Push Receiver Agent.
1. The Push Receiver Agent (and the potential applications) registers with the SIP/IP Core.
2. The SIP/IP Core sends an "OK" response to the Push Receiver Agent as a registration confirmation.
3. The Push Sender Agent wants to push a large content to the Push Receiver Agent and thus sends an INVITE request to the SIP/IP Core to establish a MSRP session with the Push Receiver Agent to send this content.
4. The SIP/IP Core forwards the INVITE request to the Push Receiver Agent.
5. The Push Receiver Agent accepts the establishment of the MSRP session by sending an "OK" response back to the SIP/IP Core.
6. The SIP/IP Core forwards the "OK" response to the Push Sender Agent.
7. The Push Sender Agent sends the Push Content directly to the Push Receiver Agent through this MSRP session.
8. The Push Receiver Agent confirms with a “OK” to the Push Sender Agent through this MSRP session.
9. When the Message session is not needed anymore, the Push Sender Agent sends a BYE to SIP/IP Core to end the MSRP session with the Push Receiver Agent.
10. The SIP/IP Core forwards the BYE request to the Push Receiver Agent.
11. The Push Receiver Agent confirms the Message session termination by sending a “OK” to the SIP/IP Core.
12. The SIP/IP Core forwards the “OK” response to the Push Sender Agent.
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